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We characterize certain semigroups, in terms of growth properties, as 
fractional-power semigroups associated with special linear operators. Such a 
semigroup is holomorphic in a sector containing the positive reals. Its norm 
may grow as a negative power of distance from the origin, and may grow 
extremely rapidly with angular approach to the edges of the sector of definition. 
We show that a semigroup of this kind can be viewed as {exp( -w( --A)#)}, where 
A is an operator whose resolvent is defined, with polynomial growth, in a region 
asymptotic, in a special sense, to a half-plane. 
If the generator of a holomorphic semigroup equals, or is at least contained 
in, a fractional power -(--A)” of a closed operator A, then the growth of the 
semigroup near the origin and near the edge of its sector of definition corresponds 
to the domain and growth of the resolvent of A. In [4], we showed that a slow 
semigroup growth near the origin-of the order of a power reb, 0 < b < 1, of 
distance r from the origin-together with a special, possibly fast growth near 
the boundary of the sector, corresponds to a slow decay (as r+, 0 < c < 1, 
near infinity) of the resolvent of A, the resolvent existing in a region asymptotic 
to a half-plane. In the present paper, we establish a similar correspondence for 
a semigroup which may grow as fast as r-n, n a natural number. 
The difficulty in the case of the faster growth is that the infinitesimal generator 
of the semigroup loses some important properties from the slow-gro&h case. 
Da Prato [3] indicates that the generator, although closable, need not be closed, 
and may have empty resolvent set. Da Prato characterizes his “semigroups of 
growth n” in terms of the “generalized resolvent” (h - T)-n-r of the generator 
T, a characterization much like that of the Hille-Yosida theorem for a C,- 
semigroup in terms of the resolvent (A - T)-l. Okazawa [5, 61 imposes condi- 
tions which guarantee that the generator has non-empty resolvent set. For a 
holomorphic semigroup (“class (H,)“), he establishes a correspondence between 
the growth of (A - T)-1 and .that of the semigroup, in proper subsectors of 
their respective sectors of definition. 
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In this paper, our semigroups satisfy certain growth conditions uniformly 
throughout their domains. Correspondingly, the operators A, whose fractional 
powers contain the semigroup generators, are of a type described by Beak 
[l, 21. The resolvent (z - A)-r exists in a region which contains every subsector 
of the right-hand half-plane, and (z - A)-l has polynomial growth, not merely 
in each subsector, but uniformly in the region of definition. We shall proceed 
as in [4], showing first that the fractional-power semigroups associated with an 
operator A possess the properties we have in mind. Then we deal with the 
inverse problem of finding the operator which gives rise to a given semigroup 
of the stated type. 
We shall deal throughout with operators in a fixed Banach space X. For 
complex a, arg z is that value of the argument with --rr < arg z < r, and aa 
refers to the branch given by P = / z IQ exp(or arg z) for arg z # r. 
1 
We shall say a closed, densely defined operator A is of class G’ if: 
1. The resolvent (a - J-1 is defined in the region along and to the 
right of a curve r, defined by 
j arg(z + a)1 = 42 - F(I 2 + 6 I) 
for some 8 > 0. (For convenience, we shall assume henceforth 6 = 1.) Here 
F(t), t 2 0, is a positive, strictly decreasing, continuous function satisfying 
(a) G(t) -+ co, F(t) --f 0 as t -+ co, 
(b) j1” t-T(t) dt < 00. 
2. There exist C, N > 0 such that in the region described above, we have 
II@ - 4-l II ,< q1 + I z IY. 
Beals [l] introduced operators of this type. (In [1], condition (1) is expressed 
in rectangular coordinates-Re z and Im z-rather than our polar-type coor- 
dinates.) Beals showed that such an operator generates a C,,-semigroup in a 
locally convex space, densely contained in X. This locally convex space (see [2]) 
is the union of the ranges B(b, t)X, for all t > 0 and any fixed b E (0, I), of the 
operators delined by the absolutely convergent integrals 
B(b, t) = (2&)-l Jr exp(-t(-a)“)@ - A)-l dz. 
The families (B(b, t): t > 0}, for fixed b, define the semigroups we are in- 
terested in. 
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THEOREM 1. Let A be of class d, and suppose a, 0 < a < 1, is such thut 
max{Re(-(-z)“): z E r} = -26, < 0. Then 
(i) B(w) = (274-l I, exp(-w(-x)a)(z - A)-l dz 
defines a bounded operator for complex w satisfyiqg 1 arg w 1 < 71-12 - av/2, and 
the family {B(w)} is a holonwrphic semigroup. Moreover, each operator B(w) is 
one-to-one, and the union of the ranges B(t)X, t > 0, is dense in X. 
(ii) There exist numbers n, D > 0, and a function G(s), s > 0, such that 
whenever t > 0, 1 w 1 = p, and / arg w 1 = (1 - a)~/2 - 4, we have 
II B(w + 0 < DM + t)-” exp(d+) - Sot). 
G is a positive, decreasing, continuous function satisfviltg si log G(+) d$ < co for 
small h. 
(iii) There exists a constant K such that for all t > 0, x E X, 
11 j-= W)-lB(s) B(t)x ds /I < K II B(t)x /I, 
0 
Proof. (i) See proofs of [2, Lemmas l-31. 
(ii) From Eq. (l), we have 
II B(w + t)ll ,< Co jr eMW--@ + t)(-49 ll(z - W II I dz I- (2) 
Write r = 1 z + 1 1. Condition (2) implies I&z - A)-l 1) = O(rN) as x --f 00 
along r. Hence we need to place bounds on Re[-(w + t)(--z)a]. 
Assume I arg w / = (1 - a)42 - $. If z E r, write z = 1 z 1 exp(fi[r - 0]), 
where, in view of condition (l), B = e(z) < F(Y) + 42. We have 
I a&-w(-4a)l 3 I arid-t-491 - I arg w I 
= T - a0 - (42 - ar/2 - $) 
3 42 + ($ - qy>>. 
Therefore Re(-w(-z)“) < - 1 w 1 1 z j” sin(+ - UP(Y)), whence 
Re(-w(-z)“) < -f&7724 - 2aF(r)), (3) 
where C, does not depend on p or 4. Recalling thatF(r) decreases to 0 as r -+ co, 
set 
R = Z?(4) = inf{r: + - 2&(r) > O}. 
580/30/2-6 
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Then --r=($ - 2aF(r)) < sup{2ataF(r): Y < R} < 2&Y(O), and (3) yields 
Re(-w(-z)“) < -Clp+va + C,p2aRaF(O). (4) 
In addition, 
Re(--t(-z)“) = t Re(-(-z)a) < -6, + $t Re(-(-2)“). 
As z--+co, we have / arg z 1 -+ 7r/2, so that 1 arg(-(--+)I + r - arr/2. 
Consequently, there exists Cs such that Re(-(-z)a) < -2Cara. Then 
Re(--t(--x)a) < -8,t - C3tre, and combining with (4), we have 
Re[-(w + t)(-z)“] < C,pRa - Cs~(p+ + t) - Sot 
for constants C, and cg which depend only on the geometry of r, and not on p 
and 4. 
Returning to (2), we obtain 
II B(w + t)ll < Co exp(G@ - sot) jorn exp(-- WW + t))rN dy, 
from which 
II B(w + t)ll ,< G(P$ + t)-” exp(GpR” - W, 
where n = (N + 1)/a. 
(5) 
We now define G by G(d) = C,R($)“, where as before R = A(+) = 
inf{r: 2&(r) < +>. F d ecreases strictly, so that R(+) = F-1(9/2u); therefore 
R(4) is continuous, and so is G(9). Because F decreases to zero, it is clear that G 
is positive and (strictly) decreasing. Pick h so small that R(h) > 1. To show 
that fi log G(+) d+ < co, it sufIices to show that si log R(4) d$ is finite. We use 
the following principle, which is easily seen geometrically: 
LEMMA 1. If H is a continuous, strictly decreasing function on [M, a), then 
MH(M) + j-i H(x) dx = J’,“‘“’ H-‘(y) dy. 
Applying this lemma, we have 
s” log R(4) d+ = 1” log F-1(@a) d+ 
0 0 
= C, + J* 2aF(eU) du 
4 
= C, + 2a s,D F(s)s-’ ds. 
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The right side is finite by condition l(b) in the definition of class d. This 
concludes the proof of (ii). 
(iii) If t > 0, x E X, then B(s + t) x -+ B(t)x ass -+ 0 and /I B(s + t)x /I = 
O(exp(--Gas)) as s -+ co. Hence sr ~l/~-lB(s) B(t)x ds is absolutely convergent. 
We can write 
f O” s~‘~-~B(s) B(t)x ds 
O = (244 Jr J’: $/a-l exp(-$(-a)“) ds exp(-t(-z)“)(z - A)+ dz 
= (274-l Jr r(l/a)(-a)-l exp(--t(-z)Q)(z - A)-% dz, 
r(l/u) representing a value of Riemann’s gamma function. In the last integral, 
by the resolvent equation, 
z-1(2 - J-1 = A-1(2 - A)-1 - z-l/g-l. 
Hence jr z-l exp(-t(-z)“)(z - A)-% dz = A-l jr exp(-t(-z)“)(.z - A)-% dz + 
jr exp(-t(-z)“) z-~A-?x dz. Th e second integrand on the right is holomorphic 
to the left of r and decreases rapidly near infinity; therefore the integral vanishes. 
Consequently 
I 
m s~+~B(s) B(t)x ds = --r(l/a) A-rB(t)x, 
0 
and the desired conclusion follows. The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
We note here how {B(w)} is related to a fractional power of A. The infinitesimal 
generator T of {B(w)} is defined by 
TX = lim h-‘(B(h) - 1)~ as h --+ 0, 
whenever the limit exists. If TX is defined, then 
A-N-2T~ = lim h-l(B(h) - 1) A-N%. 
From [2, Lemma 11, we have 
B(h) A-N-2~ = (274-l Jr exp(-h(--s)o) ~-~-~(a - A)-% dz; 
also 
A-N-2~ = lim B(h) A-N-2~ 
= (24-l s, z-N-~(z - A)-lx dz. 
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Therefore 
A-N-2T~ = lim(2&-l jr h-l[exp(--h(--z)a) - 1] ~-N-2(2 - A)-lx & 
= (2&-l jr - (-z)~ z-~-~(z - A)-lx dz. 
It easily follows that T is contained in the closed operator -(-A)a, defined by 
-(-A)ax = AN+2(2rri-1 jr - (-z)Q Z-N-2(~ - A)-lx dz 
for all x such that the integral on the right belongs to the domain of AN+2. 
Thus -( - A)a contains the closure of T. -( - A)a does have properties expected 
of a power, such as: If x belongs, say, to the union of the ranges B(t)X, t > 0, 
then 
(-A)a(-A)b = (-A)a+b for a,b,a+b < 1. 
2 
Here we establish a converse to Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose {E(w)} is a holomorphic semigroup, definedfor 1 arg w j < 
42 - 7r/2p, for some p > I. Assume: 
(a) There exist positive numbers C and 6, , a positive integer n, and a function 
G of q5 > 0, such that whenever 1 arg w / = rr/2 - 42~ - 4, 1 w 1 = p, and 
t > 0, we have 
lIE(w + t)ll G C(P$ + O-" exp(p%$) - W. 
Here G is a positive, decreasillg, continuous function for which log G(~#J) is integrable 
aS+0. 
(b) There exists K > 0 such that for all x E X and t > 0, 
IIS 
m s*-lE(t + s)x ds 11 < K I/ E(t)x I/. 
0 
(c) Each E(w) is one-to-one, and the union of the ranges E(t)X, t > 0, 
is dense in X. 
Then there is an operator S of type &, with the associated contour T, such that 
E(w) = (2&)-l jr exp(-w(-z)r/*)(s - S)-1 da 
for 1 arg w j < 42 - 42p. 
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Proof. From condition (a), we see that 
;I E(t)!] < Cf-” exp( -8,t) 
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(1) 
for t > 0. Therefore 
R, .= n!--’ 
s 
o, t”E(t) df 
0 
defines a bounded linear operator. (R, is the value at zero of Da Prato’s “gener- 
alized resolvent”; see [3]. The notation here follows [6].) 
Kate that R, is invertible. For if R,x = 0, then for all s > 0, 
0 = E(s) R,x = n!-’ I sm (t - s)” E(t)x di, 
and we find 
0 = d”+l/ds”+l E(s) R,x = (- l)n+’ E(s)x. 
By condition (c), we conclude s = 0, and R, has an (unbounded) inverse R;‘. 
Ifs > 0, then by Eq. (I), we have 
II &WI < a!-’ jm tnC(t + s)-” exp(--6,(t + s)) dt 
0 
< C, exp(-AOs). 
Therefore, for Re v > -8, , 
R*(w) = jOm e-“‘E(t)R, dt (2) 
defines a bounded operator, dependent analytically on o. Our next step is to 
extend R*(v) analytically to a region asymptotic to the sector given by ( arg w 1 < 
rr - 42~. Specifically, assume ( arg w 1 = rr - 742~ - 28, and write p = ) o 1. 
We shall extend R* to the region defined by 
~6’ > 4G(B). (3) 
Suppose ) w 1 = p, I arg w I = 42 - 42~ - 4. Using condition (a), we have 
where C, is independent of p and 4. 
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Assume now that 0 < arg v = x - ~/2p - 20 and that 0 and p = 1 v j 
satisfy (3); the process is similar if arg v .< 0. Let I, denote the ray given by 
argw = --rr/2+~/2p+O, 
oriented away from the origin. Consider the integral 
R(v) = 1 e-VWE(w)R, dw. (4) 
L 
If w EL, /I E(w) R, 11 9 C, exp(pG(0)); also, arg VW = 7r/2 - 0, so that 
I ecuw I = exp(-pf sin 0) < exp(-&PO). 
In view of (3), the integral in (4) is absolutely convergent, and so defines an 
analytic operator-valued function R(v), for v as described. Since R and R* 
coincide near infinity in the right half-plane, we see that R is the required 
extension. 
Using the estimates above, for I e-us 1 and I/ E(w) R, 11, and applying (3), we 
find 




< c, exp(--‘aw? 4, 
0 
or 
II Wll < GWY 
for a constant C, independent of v. 
R also satisfies the modified resolvent equation 
(5) 
(v - u) R(u) R(v) = R,(R(u) - R(v)). (6) 
We need only show that the equation holds in some domain. If Re u, Re v > -8,) 
then 
R,(R(u) - R(v)) = Jrn (ecu’ - e+“) E(t)R,’ dt 
0 
= ,” (e- 
f 
ut+@t - 1) e-VtE(t)RW2 dt. 
Upon integration by parts (we differentiate e-ut+vt - I), the last becomes 
lrn (v - u)e(‘+u)t lm e-vgE(s)Rn2 ds dt 
= (v - u) irn ecutE(t)R, irn e-V8E(s)R, ds dt 
= (v - u) R(u) R(v). 
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LEMMA 2. Let Ml be the line from -go - ice to --@a + ice. Suppose f 
and g are functions holommphic in the left-hand half-plane, with 1 f(v)\ = 
O() v 1-q = \ g(v)\, for sonte E > 0, as v --) co. Then 
WY j=$v) R(v) dv (27V j-M1 id4 R(v) dv 
= P-W% IMlf (v) g(v) Nv) dv. 
We shall omit the proof, which is a familiar argument from the operator 
calculus (cf. [2, Lemma 21). Note that all the integrals are absolutely convergent, 
by virtue of (5). Here, the factor R, on the right side arises from the same 
factor in (6). 
LEMMA 3. For any natural number k, 
R;+l z (24-l s y (-v)-~‘~+~) R(v) dv. 
PYOO~. For k = 1, we have 
Rn2 = 
f 
m n!-’ PE(t)R, dt 
=i s 
co (274-1 e-Vt(-v)-n-l dv E(t)Rn dt 
0 Ml 
= (2774-l jMl (-v)+-l f e+‘tE(t)R, dt dv 
= (274-l In, (-v)-“-l R(v) dv, as required. 
The proof is easily completed by induction, if we apply Lemma 2 to R,“R,Z. 
Consider the operator given by 
K = (24-l j--M1 - (-v)-” R(v) dv. 
Applying Lemma 2, we can show that for k > p/(n + l), 
K(24-l j-MI - (-v)*~(~+~) R(v) dv 
= (24-l JMl (-v)- k(n+l) R,R(v) dv = R;+‘. 
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Therefore K is one-to-one. Further, if y E X0 = {E(t)x: x 6 X, t > O)--say 
y = E(t)%-then 
Ky = (2?ri)-1 jMl - (-v)-1’ j:’ e-““E(s + t) R,x ds dv 
0 
= RR, Lrn [(W1 jMl - (-v)-pe-us dv] E(s + t)x ds 
= R,J’(p - I)-1 lrn sf%!Z(s) E(t)x ds. 
By condition (b), the operator I’($ - 1)-l Jr ~“-1 E(s) y  ds, defined for y E X0, 
extends to a bounded operator T. Since Ky = R,Ty for y E X0 , by condition (c) 
we conclude K = R,T. Then T = R;‘K is one-to-one, and we now define the 
operator S which we have sought by setting Sx = T-4, for x in the range of 2’. 
We proceed to show that S has the requisite properties. 
PROPOSITION. S is closed and densely defined. 
Proof. The closedness is obvious, since T is bounded. To show that the 
domain is dense, we need to show that T has dense range. Since we have, by 
Lemma 2, 
T(24-l IMl - (-v) p--K(*+l) R(w) dv = R;+l, 
it suffices to show that R, has dense range. To this end, consider (d/dt) E(t)x. 
From 
E’(t + s) = lim P(E(s + t S’h) - E(S + t)) 
= E(s) lim h-l(E(t + h) - E(t)) 
= E(s) E’(t), 
we derive recursively IP((j + l)t) = ,??(t)(E’(t))J. Then 
R,E’“+l’((n + 2)t) = n!-l lrn snE(t) E(s)@‘(t))“+’ ds 
= E(t) $ n!-VW(s + t)(E’(t))” ds, 
and integrating repeatedly by parts, the right side becomes E(t)(-l)fl+%((n + 1)t) 
= (-l),+l E((n + 2)t). H ence the range of R, contains the range of E((n + 2)t) 
for arbitrary t, and the denseness follows from condition (c). 
PROPOSITION. S is of type SF’. 
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Proof. We first define a contour in the complex plane. Let 0, be a fixed 
positive number, smaller than both rr/4 - rr/4p and rr/8p, and such that 
S,/2 cos(~r/2p + 28,) < 40;1G(0,). 
Let M be the curve, symmetric about the real line, whose upper half consists of: 
the part of the line Re v = --6,/2 along which rr > arg v 3 v - rr/2p - 20, ; 
the part of the ray arg v = r - 7r/2p - 28, along which Re v < -S,j2 and 
1 v / < 40;’ G(Q; and the part of the curve 1 v 1 = 48-l G(B), where arg v = 
TI - ~/2p - 20, generated by 0 < 0, . We orient M in the direction of in- 
creasing imaginary part. 
Let v E M. Clearly Re v < --6,[2, so that z = -(-v)” satisfies 
1 z 1 = I v IP > 6, = 6,P/2? (7) 
Also, j arg v 1 > r - ~/2p - 28,) from which 
largzj >rr- rr/2 - 2pe, 3 rr/4. (8) 
Finally, if 1 v 1 is large, we have 1 v ) = 48-l G(0) for 1 arg v 1 = r - 7r/2p - 28. 
Now, &lG(0) is a continuous, strictly decreasing function, approaching infinity 
as 8 nears zero. Therefore we may defme a function F* by 
F*(s) = e iff s = 4p(el2p)-p qe/2pp, 
for large enough S. We then have / z I = I v I P and I arg z / = n/2 - 2pe, and 
so z satisfies 
1 arg z I = Z-/Z - F*(l z I). (9) 
Notice that F* is a positive, decreasing, continuous function. Further, 
F*(s) ---t 0 and SF*(S) --t 03 as s--+03. (10) 
TO prove (lo), write 8 = F*(s). As s --+ cc, 0 -+ 0, proving F*(s) + 0 and 
forcing 
SF*(S) = (4/2p)-9 G(0/2p)1) 01-p -+ co. 
By virtue of (7)-(lo), it is possible to define a positive, decreasing, continuous 
function F(s), for all s 2 0, such that F(s) = 2F*(s) for large enough s, and such 
that for all v E M, -(-v)” is to the left of the curve rgiven by 
I arg(z + %)I = 42 -F(I z + al I). 
Again, for convenience, we shall write simply 1 instead of 6, . 
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From (lo), we have F(t) -+ 0 and N(t) --f CC as t -+ co. To prove that 
sy t-V’(t) dt < co, we must show that t-Y*(t) is integrable at infinity. F* is 




t-‘F*(t) dt = ja F*(e”) ds 
N2 
= DI + LN” W(F*)-‘WI dr 
= 4, + D, j" log G(y) 4, 
0 
and this last is finite, by condition (a). 
To establish that S is of type &, we shall show that the resolvent of S exists 
and has only polynomial growth in the region of the plane to the right of l7 
We defined K in terms of an integral along Mr . In view of (5), 
II RWll < WW < C, 
as v -+ CO (0 + 0) along M. Hence we may deform Ml , the contour of integra- 
tion, into M, and write 
K = (2ti)-l jM - (-w)-” R(o) dw. (11) 
Similarly, we may write 
T = R,lK = R,‘(27ri-’ I, -(+I-” R(w) dw. (12) 
By a simple modification in the proof of Lemma 2, we can show that if f and g 
are functions holomorphic along and to the left of M, with 1 g(w)1 and 1 f(w)1 = 
O(l w I-r-‘) as e, + co, then 
(27W jMf(w) R(w) de, j/(w) R(w) dw 
= 4 S,fWdw) R(w) dv. (13) 
Using (13) and Lemma 3, we can prove that 
R,(27ri)-’ j f(v) R(w) da, = (2mi)-l j (-w)-“-y(w) R(w) dw, (14) 
M 
by showing that these operators coincide on the dense range R,X. 
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Our definition of (z - 8)-l is based on the formal equality 
tz _ q-1 = ZN(Z _ S)-IS-N _ (,N-IS-N + .N--2,‘+N+’ + ... + S-l), 
which holds for all N (cf. the first lines of the proof of [2, Lemma I].) Assume z 
is on or to the right of r. For any w on or to the left of M, -(-r~)p is to the left 
of r. Consequently, (z + (-v)“)-’ is holomorphic along M and to the left. 
Take any N such that pN > n + 2, and write 
U(z) = zN(2ti)-’ s, (z + (-zy)-‘(-(-v)-P)N(-Zt)n+l R(v) du. 
Using ( I I ), (I 3), and (14), we have 
ZKU(Z) = (2ti)-1 s, zN+l(z + (-w)“)-‘(-(-v)-~)N+’ +) &,.. 
From (14) 
R,U(z) = (27ri-l j- zN(z + (-v)“)-‘(-(-v)-“)” R(v) dv. 
M 
Using R,T = K, we find 
(zK - R&N-‘TN + z~-~T~-’ + ... + T) 
N-l 
KziTi _ c ziKTj 
j=O 
= KzNTN - K, 
and from (II), (13), and (14) this last equals 
(24-l s, [zN(-(-v)-“)~ - I](-(+$“) R(o) dw. 
Combining the relations above, we can write 
W - RdW4 - zN-lTN _ ZN-2TN-l _ . . . _ T) 
= (274-l s, h(z, w)(-(--0)-p) R(v) der, 
h(z, w) = zN+l(z + (+P)-l(-(-er)-“)N 
- zN(z + (-v)“)-“(-(-w)-p)“’ - z”(-(-v)-p)N + 1 
= 1 for all z, w. 
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Therefore 
(ZK - R,)(U(z) - S-TN - ... - T) = K, 
and it follows that U(z) - #-‘TN - ... - T is the bounded inverse to 
K-l(zK - R,) = z - S. W e h ave thus established that (z - S)-1 exists. 
To show that (z - S)-1 has at most polynomial growth, it suffices to prove 
that the same is true of U(z). Recall, from (9), that as v -+ CXJ along M, 
1 arg(-(-w)*)j = n/2 - F*(j v 1”). It follows that, at least for / x / exceeding 
some fixed K, the distance from z to {-(-v)? z, E M} exceeds the distance D 
between P and the curve given by 1 arg u j = 7r/2 - F*(l u I). Therefore 
) z + (-V) r 1-l < D-l for all ZI E M, and 
1) U(z)jl < C, 1 z IN 1, D-l I u jn+l--pN C,d 1 v j 
< c-2 I x IN, 
as required. 
We have now found the desired operator 5’ of type ~2. It remains only to 
show that 
E(w) = (2ti)-1 jr exp(-w(-z)i/“)(z - S)-1 dz (15) 
for I arg w I < 7r/2 - ~r/2p. Note that the integral in (15) is defined for any 
such w, and represents a bounded linear operator, which varies holomorphically 
with w. Hence we need only prove (15) for w = t > 0. Now (z - S)-l = 
w4 - zN-lTN _ . . . _ T. Since the last N terms constitute an entire function 
of z, we have 
J‘, exp(-t(-z)i’“)(z - S)-l dz = Jr exp(-t(-a)ll”) U(x) dz. 
For a tinal simplification, it suffices to show that the integral on the right and 
2&!?(t) coincide on the dense range of Rn2. Thus: 
B = Jr exp(-t(-z)““) V(z)Rn2 dx 
= 
I 
r exp( - t( -z)ljp) zN(2m’)-l 
x 
s 
M (z + (-ZJ)P)-I(-(-w)-*)N(-~)-n-l R(o) dv dx 
If we switch the order of integration, the interior integral becomes 
(274-l f exp(-t(-z)ll”) zN(z + (-v)p)-l dz. 
r 
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Since -(-w)” is to the left of r, this integral is exactly (-(-v)*)” etv. Therefore 
B = IM etu(-v)-+l R(v) dv 
ZZZ 
s 







zcz e-(s-t)v(-v)-n-l dv E(s)Rla ds 
= s m 2~rin!-~(s - t>” E(s)R, ds t 
= 2?riE(t)R, jm n!-l(s - t)” E(s - t) ds 
t 
= 2?riE(t)Ra2. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
As a final observation, we note that an argument similar to that used above, 
to prove that E(w) = exp(--w(--S)r/P), yields the following: If A is of class &, 
and the construction involved in the proof of Theorem 2 is applied to 
{exP(--w(-4% with p = l/a, then the operator S produced coincides 
with A. 
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